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When most of us think of cookies in the shapes of animal we usually envision the very dry, very

beige little crackers that wound up in our school lunchboxes every day. Edible? Yes. Interesting?

No. Those crunchy little herds are no match for the wild array of cookies in this book. All things that

fly, swim, walk, climb, and crawl are deliciously represented here in stunning color and detail. And

thanks to the guidance of cookie queen Lisa Snyder, they are surprisingly easy to make. In 100

Animal Cookies, Snyder shares:Baking and decorating instructions for 100 eye-catching cookie

designsIdeas for creating just about any animal shape with commonly found cookie cutters

Instructions for creating texture, 3D effects animal prints, and more with icingFun tips for decorating

with kidsEasy-to-follow instructions, along with more than 75 full-color images make this book the

perfect resource for cookie monsters, animal lovers, and creative bakers of all levels.
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I just received my copy of "100 Animal Cookies". I am a devoted fan of The Bearfoot Baker's blog.

She is a wonderful instructor. This book is one of the prettiest instructional books that I have ever

seen. Like Lisa's blog, the step-by-step instructions are perfect and so are the photos!! I hope this

will be the first of many books authored by Lisa Snyder. I already have a great idea for her next

book. 100 Holiday Cookies by Lisa Snyder.

I have @ least 75 books for decorating cakes, cookies & cupcakes & here is another one a friend

recommended to me. So glad she did-excellent book! So many great ideas & wonderful

pictures/instructions. Have a made a few from this book & very happy with outcome....my hubby is



to :).

I love this book!! I own several books on cookie decorating and this one is a good one to own. It has

some cleaver decorating ideas and techniques that can be used on any cookie shape(not just

animals). I particular found the information on making animal prints with royal icing, and making

royal icing transfers helpful. I liked how the author provided templates for eyes, noses, beaks, etc.,

and explained how to pipe royal icingto achieve these details.I also loved how the author shows

how to use a cookie cutter and icing to create a cookie design that is totally different than the

obvious cutter shape. For example, she used a house shaped cookie cutter to create a cookie of a

Penguin wearing a hat. An Ice Cream Sundae shaped cutter was used to create a Polar Bear. And,

a Bus shaped cookie cutter was used to create the faces of a Zebra, Hippo, and Tiger. I found this

information invaluable! It helped me to "look outside the box" and "find" images within cookie cutters

that I never noticed before. This insight inspired me to use the cookie cutters I already own, and

fashion them into designs that I do not have. I no longer need to have a cookie cutter for every

design I want to make!The book is filled with very bright colored images, and detailed, simple to

follow instructions. I highly recommend this book for a beginner to intermediate skill level Decorator.

Very cute ideas in a really nice book. This book is not for beginners, as most cookies do not have

step-by-step instructions. For me, that is ok, but it may frustrate newer cookiers.I love the images

and designs and look forward to making many of these!!

100 Animal Cookies is full of inspiration for all decorating levels! From basic to advanced

techniques, each design is sure to make you smile! I'm so happy to have a copy of this fun book

and I'm feeling inspired to make some fun cookies!

Loved the "cuteness" of these designs. The use of two or three everyday cutters combined to make

a beautiful animal. She doesn't go over a lot about icing consistence or mixing. But if you

understand royal icing go for it. Jus adorable and great imagination.

book wasnt what I expected..most of the high quality cookies are on the cover. I was surprised at

how simple some of them were. However I follow this cookie artist and really respect her talent and

am very happy to have this book in my collection.



This is a super awesome book for anybody who makes cookies! A definite must have!
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